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• How do 21st century 
young children 
experience world?

• How do we meet 
them where they 
are?

• Why transitional 
kindergarten for 
preschool kids?

• Why use Embark for 
TK instruction?
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Early Learning Today



Why Transitional Kindergarten?

• Transitional kindergarten in California is the first year of a two-year 
program that provides a “modified kindergarten curriculum that is age and 
developmentally appropriate” (Education Code Section 48000).

• Entering kindergarten at an older age is one early predictor for student 
success. 

– “Students who are older when they enter kindergarten have better 
elementary math and reading scores. These effects appear to persist 
into eighth grade, albeit with smaller magnitudes” (Cannon and 
Lipscomb, 2008). 

• Starting kindergarten at an older age will allow children to further develop 
their social and emotional skills and be ready to actively engage in 
academics at the kindergarten level. Deficiencies in these areas tend to 
inhibit learning in younger kindergarten students, which causes them to 
fall behind academically.
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Recommended: Universal Design for 
Learning

• An approach that embraces UDL 
can help TK teachers address the 
diverse needs of learners in 
transitional kindergarten. 

• UDL model considers three 
principles for learning 
opportunities: 

(1) multiple means of 
engagement

(2) multiple means of 
representation

(3) multiple means of 

expression
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Continuum and Design Considerations



CA Preschool Learning Foundations and Integrated Instruction
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TK teachers understand developmental trajectories of their students and identify learning standards that 
align with students’ assessed needs and effective instructional strategies. TK teachers create cohesive 
curriculum plans that reflect individual and group learning needs.



• Comprehensive kindergarten readiness 
program

• Integrated content delivered in 
thematic units

• Blended learning model 
Online + Hands-on

• Interdisciplinary 
Academic content in six subjects

• Engaging interactive activities for young 
children (3 - 6 years of age)

• Supports developmentally appropriate 
practice (NAEYC standards) 

• Designed to invigorate children’s desire 
to learn

• Award-winning, research-based product 
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What’s the Scoop? Why Embark?



Embark Content
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Embark Modules and Tools
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Embark Materials
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Online Offline

Pre-K Learning 

Environment (user 

interface)

Teaching Guides

(one per theme)

Instructional Resources (for 
Teacher and learning Coach)

Interactive Whiteboard 
Activities  

(embedded in learning 
modules)

Audio Player (for songs)

Children’s Literature (one 
book per theme)

I Am Special (booklet, one 
per child

Physical Materials (for 
hands-on activities)

Guided Writing Sheets (for 
letter and numeral practice) flashcards I Am Special booklet

Read-aloud books



What’s Included?
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Embark Plus Content Summary

• 18 thematic units

– More than 16 hours of content per unit

– 39,000 minutes of learning activities

– Content is delivered in modules (similar to lessons)

• 504 instructional modules 

 Modules contain 2 – 5 activities (online + offline)

 Each module is 40 - 60 minutes of learning 

 Morning Meeting (circle time) plans for every unit

 Songs, poems, rhymes, and finger plays

• Children’s literature (one anchor book/unit)

• High-quality read-aloud books

• Free Reading and Journal Writing every day

• Tools Exploration 3 x/week
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Embark Plus Courses & Schedule
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6 Academic Courses in OLS
● Attendance

● Planning 

● Progress

● 1-screen lesson with directions 
for accessing Embark content

● Assessment per lesson

● Embark Content

2 “Super-Lite” Courses
● Attendance

● Planning 

● Progress

● 1-screen lesson with repeated 
general instructions + mark 
complete

● Note: may combine Free Reading + Journal 
Writing to reduce perception of course 
load

2 Attendance-Only Courses
● Attendance

● No content (teacher-directed / 
sync)



Embark Plus Structure
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Login to the OLS with Username and Password
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https://login-learn.k12.com/accessui/login.do?__actionName=view

https://login-learn.k12.com/accessui/login.do?__actionName=view


Embark Plus in the OLS
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Online Experience Flow (1 of 2) 
Core Academic Subjects
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Online Experience Flow (2 of 2) 
Core Academic Subjects
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Circle Time Discussion

Morning Meeting (e.g., Circle Time)

• Regular routine to start the day
• Daily opportunity to:

– Greet and engage with students and parents
– Practice calendar concepts
– Describe today’s weather
– Introduce content for the day
– Show book(s) that will be shared
– Enjoy language with rhymes, chants, songs, finger plays
– Have fun with words, patterns, music, and movement
– Make content come alive

• Technology support for virtual circle time
– Document camera
– Webcam
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How do teachers know what to do?

Suggestions in the front of each Embark Guide
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Sample Morning Meeting page from Unit 13
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Navigation Tips

• Embark Plus includes 10 courses; some are attendance only.

• A welcome video provides a helpful overview. 

– This launches automatically at first login.

• You must access the Embark website to locate learning activities.

• An introductory video is available for each of the 6 academic subjects.

– This is located in the first module of unit 1 for each subject.

– The video is a helpful overview, and it should be viewed first.

– When you first open up the program in the OLS, the cursor may not be on the 
first unit or the specific unit the user wants. Look in left nav bar to check.

• Assessments are offered for each of the 6 academic subjects.

– These must be answered by an adult.

• Required materials and objectives are listed for each “lesson” 

– This is equivalent to an Embark module.

• All Embark content and tools are always available.

– You can view modules and activities multiple times.

– You can also skip modules and activities.
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Assessment Checklists

• Assessments are available for every Embark module. 

– To report student progress, parent will respond to online assessment 
questions with 4-point scale

– This creates a cumulative record of individual progress in the OLS

• Assessment checklists at the unit level (by subject) can also be used. 

– These checklists reflect student performance on target concepts and skills. 
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At-Home Learning with Embark Plus

• Parents as partners
– What you already know about making this work well
– How will TK be the same or different from other courses you teach?

• Communication links
– Helping them understand how to use of Embark effectively

• Onscreen audio narration, ongoing dialogue, interactivity, follow-up
• Assessment and progress

– Reporting strengths and weaknesses with cognitive skills
– Including socio-emotional factors

• Read-aloud engagement
– Early literacy and basic communication

• At-home activities for learning
– Everyday, routine stuff

• Children’s experiences with peers
– Value of same-age interaction

• Thematic newsletter for each unit
– In English and Spanish
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Questions and Wrap-Up

Questions about Embark Plus?

Play is often talked about as if it were a relief from serious 
learning. But for children, play is serious learning. Play is really 

the work of childhood.  Fred Rogers

As needed, please reach out to: 
Rachael Rogers   rrogers@caliva.org

Amy Maxwell  amaxwell@caliva.org

Melissa King mdking@k12.com
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